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How a built environment is designed, engineered, maintained, and used can have 

a noticeable impact on people’s behavior, sense of security, and overall quality of 

life. This course provides participants a broad understanding of contemporary 

environmental criminology and related design scholarship, with a speci� c focus 

on the SAFE Design Standard®.

The SAFE Design Standard® uses a standardized crime reduction methodology 

that incorporates desired landscape, architectural, and interior design features as 

central elements in achieving greater safety and security within built 

environments. As with traditional approaches to environmental crime reduction, 

the SAFE Design Standard® involves the assessment of building/site access 

points, way� nding and signage, pathways and roadways, barriers and fencing, 

visibility and illumination, security technologies, and other design elements 

intended for controlling access and movement within a building or site. What sets 

the SAFE Design Standard® apart from traditional approaches is its use of a 

consistent assessment methodology that integrates evidence-based measures 

for the design, development, and construction of built environments.

The principal goal of the SAFE Design Standard® is to create functional built 

environments where legitimate users feel safe and secure, and potential offenders 

feel vulnerable to detection and apprehension – without needing overt 

forti� cation. Buildings and sites designed using this methodology can be safer 

and more secure environments, as well as highly desirable places in which to live, 

learn, work, and play.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

1. Develop a foundational understanding of key criminological and design 

theories and scholarship relating to crime reduction through design;

Upon successful completion of 

this course, participants will be 

able to:

This course is intended for design 

professionals (including 

architects, engineers, urban 

planners, landscape architects, 

etc.), security specialists and 

property appraisers interested in 

diversifying and adding value to 

their current professional service 

offerings.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



2. Understand and describe how criminological and design scholarship, when 

applied to a built environment using the SAFE Design Standard® 

methodology, can assist in reducing the likelihood users of a building or site 

will become victims of crime;

3. Review built environments using the SAFE Design Standard® methodology, 

and identify how design and programming could contribute to crime 

reduction while also promoting a positive place to live, learn, work, and play; 

and,

4. Learn the general process required to design a built environment using the 

SAFE Design Standard®.

• Attend all course sessions and actively participate during the entire fourteen 

(14) hour course;

• Provide the required information needed for the SAFE Design Council to issue 

a certi� cate of course completion as well as report credits to the American 

Institute of Architects; and,

• Correctly answer at least 75% of the questions included in the forty-� ve (45) 

minute summative multiple-choice examination.

Upon successful completion 

of this course, participants 

will be able to:

Successful completion of this 

course requires participants to:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

LEARNING ASSESSMENT


